Acoustic centering of sources with high-order radiation patterns.
Surrounding spherical microphone arrays have recently been used in order to model the radiation pattern of acoustic sources that are assumed to be at the center of the array. Source centering algorithms are applied to the measurements in order to reduce the negative effect of acoustic source misalignment with regard to the physical center of the microphone array. Recent works aim to minimize the energy that is contained in the high-order coefficients of the radiation pattern in the spherical harmonics domain, in order to directly address the problem of increased order and spatial aliasing resulted by this misalignment. However, objective functions which directly minimize the norm of these coefficients were shown to be convex only when employed on sources with low-order radiation patterns. This work presents a source centering algorithm that operates on plane sections and aims to achieve a convex objective function on every plane section. The results of the proposed algorithm are shown to be more convex than the previous algorithms for sources with higher-order radiation pattern, usually at higher frequencies.